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Trillium has extended the range of fully approved Algo SIP products available in Australia for voice
paging systems, loud ringing, visual and audible alert notification, customer/emergency assistance,
and entrance security.

8180 SIP Audio Alerter 
The 8180 SIP Audio Alerter is a PoE Wideband wall mount speaker. The device is designed for voice
paging, loud ringing (e.g. machine shop, warehouse, plant) and alert notification (e.g. safety, security,
emergency events, OSHA, etc.). This endpoint registers as a third party SIP device into a hosted or
premise UC environment. The 8180 supports RTP multicast, Polycom Group Page and Syn-Apps SA
Announce. Any number and combination of Algo IP speakers, paging adapters and strobes can be
used in a multicast for more comprehensive large scale enterprise or campus deployments. The
8180 supports full zoning capabilities. Talkback is supported, and ambient noise monitoring for
automatic volume control of the speaker based on background noise levels.  

8188 SIP Ceiling Speaker 
The Algo 8188 is a PoE Wideband IP ceiling speaker designed for voice paging, notification alerting
(e.g. safety, security, emergency events, OSHA, etc.), and background music. This endpoint
registers as a third party SIP device into a hosted or premise UC environment. The speaker is suited
for air handling spaces in a drop ceiling (UL2043) such as schools, hospitals, offices, etc., or used in
a suspended application such as retail. The 8188 supports RTP multicast, Polycom Group Page and
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Syn-Apps SA-Announce. Any number and combination of Algo IP speakers, paging adapters and
strobes can be used in a multicast for more comprehensive large scale enterprise or campus
deployments. The 8188 supports full zoning capabilities. Talkback is supported, and ambient noise
monitoring for automatic volume control of the speaker based on background noise levels. 

8028 SIP Doorphone 
The 8028 is an outdoor rated IP intercom compatible with any hosted or premise UC platform as a
third party SIP endpoint. The 8028 intercom assists communication and entry for guests and visitors
through secure entrances, gates and other access points. The product is also well suited for
emergency and other intercom communication applications (e.g. elevator, lab, hosptial ward, and
interview or examination room). Features include integrated door opening control activated from the
convenience of a telephone keypad. The 8028 uses a single twisted pair to connect the intercom
station to a controller. Where twisted pair is already in place, this makes the 8028 an easy retrofit of a
legacy analog intercom.  

8301 Paging Adapter & Scheduler 
The Algo 8301 is a PoE IP Paging Adapter for integrating analog voice paging systems into a hosted
or premise UC environment as a third party SIP endpoint. Features include G.722 Wideband HD
voice support with isolated and balanced line output for optimum clarity and intelligibility without hum
or noise. The 8301 also features a Scheduler for automating the playing and multicasting of WAV file
tones, bells, announcements, music, etc. The Scheduler uses the NTP server to synchronize with IP
clocks, and is ideal for schools (i.e. class changes, recess, etc.), retail and healthcare
announcements (e.g. store closing, visiting hours, etc.), and workplace shift changes, breaks, etc.
1GB of memory is available for storing WAV files. The 8301 supports RTP multicast and Polycom
Group Page.  
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8373 Zone Paging Adapter 
The 8373 is a PoE IP Zone Paging Adapter for integrating zoned analog voice paging systems into a
hosted or premise UC environment as a third party SIP endpoint. The 8373 eliminates the need for a
legacy zone controller. The adapter features include G.722 Wideband HD voice support with isolated
and balanced line output for optimum clarity and intelligibility without hum or noise. The 8373
supports RTP multicast and Polycom Group Page. For scalability, multiple 8373 adapters can be
used to support as many page zones as required from a single amplifier.

1202 Call Button 
For improved customer service or emergency and non-emergency alerting, the 1202 Call Button
offers a reliable and integrated solution for applications requiring one-touch alerting/notification such
as medical emergency, safety or security notification, customer service, etc. The 1202 integrates with
selected Algo IP endpoints to permit multicast alerting, hands free communication using speakers or
SIP call to play a custom notification.  		
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